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Five reasons why partnering with
businesslife makes perfect sense...




1

The magazine is distributed both in the
Channel Islands and across the City,
so your business can reach a national
and international audience

Our website and daily
email can help your
business access a
global market
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Advertisers are regularly
asked for comment in our
editorial features, letting you
demonstrate your expertise
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4

Our ‘special editions’ provide
clearly targeted advertising
opportunities

Advertorials give you more ways
of getting your message across

We also do
Events
www.blglobal.co.uk/Events
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What is businesslife?
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$1.79trn

United states

$1.48trn

17%

Switzerland

7%

$1.84trn

Panama and
the Caribbean

$0.60trn

9%

1%

Hong Kong
Bahrain

$0.79trn

$0.06trn

0%

The

Channel
Islands

How do Guernsey and Jersey
compare with other financial
centres around the globe?

17/07/2019 15:08

COMPETITION BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL financial centres has never

64 may/june 2019
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been more intense. Governments all over the world are scrambling to develop
a presence in the lucrative world of wealth management. To get a sense of how
widespread the trend is, just take a look at The Global Financial Centres
Index produced by Z/Yen, which features more than 100 entries, from
heavyweights such as New York to minnows including Almaty in Kazakhstan.
Some hubs serve their domestic market, while others focus on cross-border
business. For the likes of Guernsey and Jersey, international clients are most
important, and the competition for them even more focused. A good overview
of rivals in this corner of the sector comes in the form of the International
Wealth Management Centre Ranking by consultancy Deloitte.
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United Arab Emirates

$0.01trn

5%
Singapore

Finance. “The Channel Islands are very
much at the quality end of the market. We’re not
trying to compete for routine work. Where we have
a significant advantage is in the sophistication
required in areas such as family offices and more
complex structures.”
Among the strengths that experts on the ground
note are the Channel Islands’ political and fiscal
backdrop and their wide pool of expertise.
“A key strength of the Channel Islands is their
stability, in terms of government, legal system and rule
of law,” says Julian Davies, Managing Director of
training firm CLT International.
“The Channel Islands are arguably the
world’s leading trust jurisdictions,” adds
Geoff Cook, Chairman of investment
manager Quilter Cheviot Jersey.
“With over £1.3trn managed or
administered from the Channel
Islands, they are a global
player in wealth
management terms.”
The Channel Islands’
political status is also an
advantage over other hubs. As
Crown Dependencies, Guernsey
and Jersey are masters of their
own destiny in a way that British
Overseas Territories in the
Caribbean are not. And the
Channel Islands have been
given a clean bill of health
by the European Union,
while the UAE and six
Caribbean and Central
American jurisdictions are all
on the EU’s list of
non-cooperative tax jurisdictions.
All this helps to explain why
the Channel Islands have been

$0.47trn
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Why the Channel Islands is a strong and
stable partner for the City in turbulent times
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The Deloitte report homes in
on international market volume
(IMV) – the value of assets
managed in a different location to where the asset
owner lives. This is a lucrative niche. According to
Deloitte, IMV comprises $8.6trn of the world’s
financial wealth of $175trn.
Guernsey and Jersey aren’t included in the report,
but nine other hubs are (see box overleaf). As the
report points out, these financial centres face challenges
from stiff international competition and cost pressures.
Service quality and digital maturity are becoming more
important than tax and regulation issues, it says,
leading to a ‘flight to quality’.
Larger centres are better at addressing these issues.
The report notes that smaller hubs have been losing
ground, concluding that there’s a growing divide
between the best and the rest. ‘Switzerland, Singapore,
Hong Kong, the US and the UK, and also Luxembourg
to some degree, have been broadly successful, but the
UAE, Bahrain and especially Panama and the
Caribbean much less so,’ it says.
It’s not easy to speculate how well the Channel
Islands would perform if they were included in the
rankings, given Deloitte’s reliance on qualitative
interviews and a proprietary database, but there are
reasons to suppose they would do well, given their
long history as financial centres.
“We’ve been in this game since the 1950s and over
that time we’ve developed a substantial private client
community and a lot of expertise and substance,”
says Dominic Wheatley, Chief Executive of Guernsey
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Wealth management hubs

Luxembourg

21% 3%

Source: Deloitte
International Wealth
Management Centre
Ranking 2018
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united kingdom

FIGURES DENOTE INTERNATIONAL
MARKET VOLUME (IMV) AND
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL IMV

The funds sector shapes
up for a more ethical
era of investing

the us
is back
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Time to
change
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BROAD DEFINITION
First of all, it’s worth acknowledging that the term
‘globalisation’ is bandied around using a broad range
of definitions. For some, it’s about the transfer of
economic power from sovereign governments to
trans-national players, including global corporations;
for others, it means the free movement of goods,
capital and ideas around the world; and for others
still, it’s about integration – a worldwide movement
towards a common economic, financial, trade and
communications system.
The same can be said about the origins of
globalisation. Some credit Scottish political economist
Adam Smith with first espousing the theory in his
The Wealth of Nations; others point to Harvard
Business School professor Theodore Levitt, who coined
the term in the 1980s. Either way, globalisation has
become the ubiquitous buzzword of the millennial era,
held responsible for many of society’s goods or ills,
depending on who you talk to.
Geoff Cook, a former CEO of Jersey Finance and
Head of Wealth Management for HSBC, and now
a Consultant for Mourant and Quilter Cheviot,
points out that while many of the headlines about
globalisation refer to trade, for IFCs it relates entirely
to investment capital.
“IFCs enable the deployment of capital in a more
efficient manner that allows the pooling of investment
more easily, with less cost and less friction,” he
explains. “We are a kind of warehouse for capital and
we take footloose capital that isn’t currently working
hard, we package it in the right kind of container, and
then we carry it to a market and put it to work.”
As Joe Moynihan, Cook’s successor as CEO at
Jersey Finance, recently put it: “We are making it
easier for investors around the world to pool
their assets and put them to work; bringing about
tangible change through infrastructure development
in developing countries; facilitating investment in
renewable energies; allowing companies large and
small to trade and grow internationally; creating jobs
around the world; and helping people in all corners
of the globe to realise their ambitions.”
Pooled, tax-neutral investment products provide the
perfect vehicle to aggregate finance from different parts
of the world and put it to use where it can be most
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Populism and
protectionism are
putting a strain on
global flows of trade
and investment
capital. As a
key conduit to
these flows, are
international
financial
centres under
threat from
declining
globalisation?
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Online

Globalisation

Breaking
at the
seams?

It's time to
face up to stark
statistics about
employees'
mental health
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THE HEADLINES HAVE been stark: ‘Globalisation

in retreat’, ‘Will globalisation go into reverse?’ and
‘Globalisation: the rise and fall of an idea that swept
the world’. Since 2016, with Brexit heralding what
some see as the break-up of the European Union
(EU) and US President Donald Trump fighting a
protectionist battle on several fronts in support of
‘America First’, the idea of an interconnected and
steadily integrating world economy has appeared
to be in question as never before.
And that poses significant questions for international
financial centres (IFCs) such as Jersey and Guernsey.
Globalisation is not just about trade – it’s also about
the global movement of capital flowing in and out of
countries to oil the wheels of commerce.
IFCs play a key role in that process, providing much
of the finance that enables individuals and companies
in one jurisdiction to invest in assets in another. The
demise of globalisation, then, would potentially be a
serious blow for the Channel Islands. Or would it?
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Advertising opportunities are available on all of these platforms.

Globalisation
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The Funds Edition 2019
• Start-up funds
• Private equity
• Climate change
benchmarks
• Alternatives
• Private capital
• Specialist
funds

Running alongside the magazine is the blglobal website, which not
only acts as an archive for all print copy, but is recognised as being the
most up-to-date online resource for Channel Islands business news.

Special editions

Employee benefits
How to be an expat
Globalisation
Digital wills
People's QE
Compliance
Cybercrime
Regtech

BUSINESSLIFE

We run two ‘special editions’ during the year, which focus on Wealth
and Funds. We also publish an annual City edition, highlighting the
strong working partnership between firms in the Channel Islands and
London’s Square Mile. For every issue, we provide advertisers with a
detailed forward features list two months in advance, which allows
them to take advantage of targeted advertising opportunities.

Magazine
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Businesslife is a Channel-Islands based, bi-monthly business and
lifestyle magazine that is distributed widely in Jersey and Guernsey
and across the UK. It aims to reflect the thoughts, vision, intellect and
excellence of business professionals locally and acts as a forum to
send that message globally. Since its launch in 2009, however, it has
become much more than that.
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chasing the
american dream
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Distribution
Six times a year, Businesslife distributes
10,000 copies, including:
■ 7,000 copies at airports, Waitrose stores and

business receptions across Jersey and Guernsey

1 NEW
CHANGE

WWW.bLGLOBAL.co.uk

MORGAN
STANLEY

■ 3,000 copies at London airports and select business

locations in the City

■ For the full City distribution list, please contact

Carl Methven – carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk
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What is channel islands and the city?

Channel Islands and the City will focus on the finance industries in Guernsey and Jersey, the
relationships between the islands and the City, and the business that flows between them.
The magazine will include in-depth articles on a number of existing finance areas, such as
funds, trusts, family office, private wealth, corporate and banking. It will also examine where
future business may grow, not least in the area of cryptocurrencies and technology.
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The magazine will be published by the team behind Businesslife, the most respected business
magazine in the Channel Islands, which has been running bi-monthly since 2009.

BUSINESSLIFE

Channel Islands and the City is an annual publication that will be distributed primarily in the
City of London in June 2020 and will be picked up by financial professionals.

CITY EDITION 2019

Beneficial ownership
Ethical investing • Fintech
Insurance-linked securities
M&A • Private equity • REITs
Restructuring and insolvency

BUSINESSLIFE

It aims to reflect the thoughts, vision, intellect and excellence of business professionals in
the Channel Islands and act as a forum to send that message globally.

CI AND THE

The relationship between the Channel Islands and the City has never been more important.
It is the intention of this magazine to show exactly what Guernsey and Jersey have to offer.

Why the Channel Islands is a strong and
stable partner for the City in turbulent times
CITY EDITION 2019
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Distribution
Channel Islands and the City will have a print
run of 10,000 copies:
■ 8,000 copies will be distributed in business

locations in the City of London and select
UK airport lounges

■ 2,000 copies will be available in business

receptions and airports in Guernsey and Jersey

■ For the full City distribution list, please contact

Carl Methven – carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk

Real estate
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A meeting of minds

CI AND THE

the enduring relationship between
the channel islands and the city
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Why the Channel Islands is a strong and
stable partner for the City in turbulent times

Interview

Xxxxx

revolution

Words:
Eila Madden
Pictures:
Matthew Long

What’s your background and how did you
get to where you are now?
I took a great interest in national issues,
even at school. I was also active in my local
community. So, for me, getting involved in
politics was doing two things I was very
passionate about: my local community and
national politics. That’s how I got involved
with my local Conservative Party and that’s
really the beginning of what has seemed
like a conveyor belt into becoming an MP.
How did you come to be involved with
the All-Party Parliamentary Group for the
Channel Islands?
I’ve always been extremely interested in and
passionate about the Channel Islands. The
first time I ever left England was to go to
Jersey on a family holiday. It was 1976 and
I was 10 years old. I’d never been anywhere
else. In those days, no one really understood,
and people today don’t even understand,
that Jersey’s not part of the UK.
That trip had a big impact on me
because I fell in love with the Channel
Islands. I went to Guernsey two years later.
My sister worked in Guernsey, so I got to
learn a lot about the Channel Islands. Since
then, I’ve been back many, many times –
for personal visits and, since becoming an
MP, for All-Party Group visits and bilateral
visits, meeting the different chief ministers
of Jersey and Guernsey over many years.
And then nine years ago I became
Chairman of the All-Party Group that deals
with the Channel Islands.

CITY EDITION 2019

In a nutshell, what does the All-Party
Group for the Channel Islands do?
It exists to open dialogue about,
and cooperation on, issues between
parliamentarians in the UK and the
Channel Islands. The UK Parliament,
ultimately, is the sovereign parliament for
all territories and dependencies. We do
have the power here in the UK Parliament
to make laws and decisions that have an

38 city edition 2019

effect on places such as the Channel Islands
but there’s no representation here to have
a say over those decisions. So there needs
to be some kind of dialogue – particularly
when the UK or the EU or whoever might
be doing something that could have a
detrimental effect on the Channel Islands.
The chief ministers and the governments
of the Channel Islands can come here and,
through MPs who are members of the
Group, can fight against or promote issues,
or call for change to areas that aren’t
working as well as they should. So that’s its
primary role. But it’s also there to promote
friendship and cooperation between our
parliaments, peoples and governments.
You proposed, back in 2012, that the
Crown Dependencies should be represented
in the UK Parliament. Is this still something
you would like to see?
Let’s be clear about this. What I do not
believe is that the UK Parliament should
have any way of interfering with the

we should not have the
right to impose things
on Jersey and Guernsey
that are essentially
domestic matters for
Jersey and Guernsey
to decide on

The Channel Islands Are giving London a run for its money as the
home to a growing number of high-profile property investments

running of the Crown Dependencies.
Crown Dependencies are separate; they’re
not part of the UK and they’re not going
to become part of the UK. I would not
support anything that would take away
the right of the Channel Islands to be
completely self-governing and to have the
kind of arrangements that they choose to
have with the UK.
What I also don’t agree with is that we
make decisions in the UK Parliament on
a whole range of things – defence, foreign
policy, international treaties, environmental
issues, currency – that directly affect
the Channel Islands and the Crown
Dependencies. When it comes to those
issues, there should be a voice for them in
Parliament. We should be a parliament of all
British peoples, not just the UK.
But in no way would I ever support
anything that would take away the right
of the Channel Islands to make their own
decisions in their own interests. This would
be giving them an extra voice, not taking
anything away from them.

www.blglobal.co.uk

IN JANUARY THIS year, Jersey-domiciled
Stonecutter Investments was admitted to
the official list of The International Stock
Exchange (TISE) with little fanfare.
Even now, few have heard of Stonecutter
– which is the vehicle for a large Asian
pension fund – but it is a remarkable
example of the enormous amount of real
estate investment that gravitates towards
the Channel Islands.
Stonecutter’s principal asset is the
headquarters of a global investment bank
in London, recently acquired through a sale
and leaseback deal. The building, one of the
biggest of its type in London, is valued at a
staggering £1.25bn.
Stonecutter is the latest Real Estate
Investment Trust (REIT) to join the TISE
list in a trend that has seen the Guernseybased exchange take an increasing slice of
the lucrative REIT market. In this case, the
investment vehicle was put together by Joel
Hernandez, a Partner at Jersey-based law

Various vehicles have been used to hold
those investments over the years – not
least Jersey Property Unit Trusts (JPUTs),
designed to hold commercial property
investments that are generally exempt from
UK capital gains tax and include ownership
of landmark buildings in the City.
Today, most of the action is around
REITs. In 2018, six UK REITs listed on
TISE – greater in number and market value
than those that listed on London Stock
Exchange. There are now 22 UK REITs
listed on TISE, of 75 in total, giving the
exchange a market share of almost 30% –
and 12 are also incorporated in Jersey.

REASON FOR REITS
REITs were introduced in 2007 by the
UK government to encourage investment
in UK property. They are closed-ended
vehicles that own and manage commercial
or residential lettings property on behalf of
shareholders, and which, importantly, are

The

interview
Andrew Rosindell
www.blglobal.co.uk
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firm Mourant Ozannes, who says: “We’re
seeing ever-expanding interest in launching
new REITs. On an X-Y scale, the number is
definitely going up.”
The Channel Islands have long been a
destination where UK real estate investment
could be safely structured offshore to take
advantage of a range of benefits, including
flexibility and tax efficiency.
“Real estate funds are very much the
Jersey fund sector’s bread and butter,” says
Elliot Refson, Director of Funds at Jersey
Finance. Figures in the Monterey Insight
Jersey Fund Report 2018, he says, show
net assets for Jersey’s funds industry of
$411.1bn, of which real estate as an asset
class was $64bn.
In addition, research by Capital
Economics shows that Jersey is home
to more than £600bn in corporate asset
vehicles, around 80% of which is thought
to be invested in real estate, with a strong
emphasis on UK commercial real estate.

Words:
Alexander Garrett

Would you go so far as to say the islands
should be independent of the UK?
That’s a matter for the people of the
Channels Islands to decide but, personally,
I would not like to see that happen because
they are British and I believe that the
British family needs to stand together.
How do you see the current relationship
between the UK and the Channel Islands?
It has been good for a very long time but
there are issues that come up – currently
in terms of beneficial ownership – which
are regrettable. For me, it’s a constitutional
matter. I don’t think we should have
the right to impose things on Jersey and
Guernsey that are essentially domestic
matters for Jersey and Guernsey to decide
on. We are overreaching our powers by
doing that. Issues like that, I’m afraid, are
causing a lot of harm to the relationship.

Real estate

The REITs

As Chairman of the UK’s All-Party Parliamentary Group
for the Channel Islands, Andrew Rosindell MP is a fierce
defender of the islands’ right to self-govern. But he is
keen for them to remain firmly within the ‘British family’
and believes that the UK is all the stronger for it
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Asia edition
Get involved in our inaugural Asia edition, launching in H2 2020
Asia Pacific has emerged as the home of some of the fastest growth
in wealth ownership in recent years. Channel Islands firms have long
anticipated this trend. Guernsey Finance established a representative
office in Shanghai in 2007, while Jersey Finance has been promoting
opportunities for the island’s finance industry in Asia since the mid-2000s
and opened a Hong Kong office in 2009.
In Businesslife’s inaugural annual Asia edition, we will be exploring the needs
and concerns of the growing group of Asian wealth owners, showcasing
the Channel Islands’ fiduciary expertise, and highlighting Jersey’s and
Guernsey’s links with the Asia Pacific market.
Don’t miss your chance to get involved. Contact us now for editorial
and/or advertising opportunities:

BL

BUSINESS LIFE

LAUNCHING in 2020

• For editorial queries, contact jon.watkins@blglobal.co.uk
• For advertising, contact carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk

REGISTER INTEREST
FOR EDITORIAL QUERIES, CONTACT jon.watkins@blglobal.co.uk
FOR ADVERTISING, EMAIL CARL.METHVEN@BLGLOBAL.CO.UK
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Advertising: print options
Our advertising options mean that you can promote your business
in the way that best suits your marketing goals. Choose from:
Advertorial: Designed to look like
a Businesslife feature, advertorials
allow you to talk specifically about
your products or services

Advertising feature

www.pwc.com/jg

Helping clients solve important problems
Our Advisory team is specialised in these areas
Technology
Strategy

Data
Analytics

Cyber
Security

We help clients select
and implement the right
technology to enhance
business performance.

Our team can help better
understand and manage
the data you hold to
reveal insights and
improve management
information.

We can ascertain the
cyber risk to your current
business, advise where
the vulnerabilities are,
and help you prepare for
a cyber incident.

Regulatory
Compliance

Managing
Risks

Control
Environment

We help embed rules
and regulations into daily
controls and reporting.
We are a centre of
excellence for
AML remediation
programmes.

Our team conducts
reviews that identify the
risks facing your
business. We can build
a framework to manage
key risks within your
risk appetite.

We can help to
implement controls to
protect your business
and can perform testing
to provide assurance to
your shareholders.

Invest for good: deliver
returns and drive change
through sustainable investing
UBS is one of the world’s largest private banks and winner of multiple awards, including Global
Best Overall Private Banking Services.1 Rachel Whittaker, Director of Sustainable Investment at
UBS Wealth Management in Zurich, and Robert Broughton, Senior Client Advisor at UBS Wealth
Management in Jersey, present a guide to the basic elements of this growing area of investment
What is sustainable investing?

Strategic
Change

Project
Management

We can review your
current business model
and identify areas to
improve efficiency. From
strategy to execution we
support change
and transformation
in your business.

We have a team
of project management
experts who can help
you deliver your
business projects on
budget and to time.

Outsourced
Services

Liquidations

We offer outsourced
services including
accounts preparation,
tax return processing
and payroll. Improving
efficiency, saving
costs and freeing
up valuable time.

Our liquidations team
has managed many
businesses needing a
liquidator or
administrator to wind
down a solvent or
insolvent business
or product.

Listings
We have guided many
organisations through
the process of listing
on the London Stock
Exchange and
The International
Stock Exchange.

Define
Design
Implement
Test
Review
Assure
Remediate

Sustainable investing is an investment
approach that incorporates considerations
of environmental, social and governance
(ESG) criteria into investment decisions.
It is important to remember that
sustainable investors still expect to
achieve returns, which differs from
philanthropic investors, who may be
willing to sacrifice partial or full returns
in order to achieve a measurable
environmental or social (E&S) impact.
There are three different strategies that
a sustainable investor can take to achieve
their goals and each strategy will depend
on the motivation of the individual
involved:
1. Impact Investing: An investor will
include investments in their portfolio
that intend to generate measurable
E&S impact alongside a
financial return.
2. Integration: An investor
will integrate ESG
factors into traditional
investment processes
to improve portfolio
risk/return.
3. Exclusion: An investor
will exclude companies
or industries from their
investment portfolio that are
not aligned with their values.

How do investments have an impact?
All investments have an impact, be it
positive or negative. With sustainable
investment, an individual can have an
influence in one of three ways:
1. Financing: Investors can choose to
directly finance impactful companies or
projects; for example, by investing
1
2
3

Visit www.pwc.com/jg or email alexandra.mcinnes@pwc.com

4

venture capital in an education
technology firm focused on improving
access for underprivileged populations.
2. Stewardship: Beyond the provision of
capital, investors can influence the
companies they invest in to maximise
environmental or social good. Investors
can, for example, engage with
management in order to persuade
companies to adopt more sustainable
practices. If the effect of these efforts can
be measured and traced back to the
investors’ actions, this may be
considered impact investing.
3. Signalling: Finally, simply by investing in
companies that investors believe are
having a positive impact on people and
the planet, and divesting in companies
that aren’t, investors can signal to the
market that ESG factors matter. If
enough investors do the same, this
can lead to positive change.

What is the future for
sustainable investing?

In 2016, $23trn of global
assets were managed
sustainably. This is a
significant portion of the
total value of global stock
exchanges that were valued
at $69trn in 2017.
According to a 2017 survey of
institutional investors, 80% considered
ESG criteria to be a major component of
their investment strategy and the majority
cited financial considerations as a key
driver in their decision. A total of 69%
stated that integrating ESG considerations
improved returns, while 68% believed
that it reduced volatility.2
Sustainable investing is no longer a niche

Above: Robert Broughton and Rachel Whittaker
investment theme and, at UBS, we want to
shape the future of sustainable investing.
We believe these investments can deliver
returns with less risk to your money and
we are confident that sustainable investing
will soon become one of the world’s most
widely accepted ways of investing.3, 4
Furthermore, as the world’s leading
wealth manager, we feel responsible for
helping change things for the better. We
have the capital, solutions and expertise to
make a big difference globally. n

Alternatively, you can write
about broader issues and
contextualise your products
and services accordingly

Advertising feature

Meet jt’s
cybersecurity
experts
the team protecting

FIND OUT MORE

MEET MARCEL

If you would like more information on
how UBS Wealth Management in Jersey
can support your social investment
opportunities, please contact:

“I’ve worked in IT since 1981, primarily
within large public sector organisations.
I first became interested in information
security in 2006 and qualified as a Certified
Information Security Manager (CISM)
by 2009. My main area of expertise is
in governance, risk and compliance. I
like nothing more than analysing and
improving business strategies.”

Robert Broughton, Senior Client Advisor
UBS AG, Jersey Branch
1 IFC, St Helier, Jersey JE2 3BX
01534 701107
robert.broughton@ubs.com

MEET DAVID
“I have spent more than 35 years
working in IT. I started out as an
electronics engineer, working on the
second IBM XT PC in the UK, still with
an American plug on it. Back then, my
work was mostly with banks and
governments on their security needs,
before ‘cyber’ became a thing. Even though
the landscape has changed drastically,
I still enjoy working with customers
to understand the risk and finding the
simplest way to mitigate it.”

Euromoney Private Banking Survey 2019
Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, Market Watch
ESG and financial performance: aggregated evidence from more than 2000 empirical studies, Journal of Sustainable Finance and Investment, Gunnar Friede, Timo Busch, Alexander Bassen, 2015
Introducing the Impact Investing Benchmark, Global Impact Investing Network and Cambridge Associates, 2015
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WE ARE VERY LUCKY to live and work in
idyllic surroundings in the Channel Islands,
but as more and more cybersecurity issues
threaten our shores, we can never be
100% safe from the world of cybercrime.
With their eyes firmly focused on
helping Channel Islands businesses reduce
the risk of cyberattacks or data breaches,
JT’s security experts bring their wealth
of experience to bear by staying one step
ahead of the hackers and ‘phishers’. Our
team helps ensure our customers have both
good governance and a risk management
strategy is in place.
Here, we meet the JT team at the
forefront of cybersecurity and ask them to
answer the questions most frequently asked
by large-scale organisations and their own
friends and family.
The advice is often very similar: think
about your vulnerability; review your
security, be it personal or corporate; and,
where you need to, take expert advice.

our shores

© UBS AG, Jersey Branch is authorised and regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission for the conduct of banking, funds and investment business. UBS AG, Jersey Branch is a
branch of UBS AG (a public company limited by shares, incorporated in Switzerland whose registered offices are at Aeschenvorstadt 1, CH-4051, Basel and Bahnhofstrasse 45, CH-8001 Zurich)
with its principal place of business at 1 IFC, St Helier, Jersey JE2 3BX. Terms and Conditions are available upon request. © UBS 2019. All rights reserved. www.ubs.com/jersey
© 2019 PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP. All rights reserved. “PricewaterhouseCoopers” and “PwC” refer to the Channel Island firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers
CI LLP, which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity. PricewaterhouseCoopers
CI LLP, a limited liability partnership registered in England with registered number OC309347, provides assurance, advisory and tax services. The registered office is
1 Embankment Place, London WC2N 6RH and its principal place of business is 37 Esplanade, St. Helier, Jersey JE1 4XA.
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Left to right: David Salisbury, John Bridge and Marcel Le Claire
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MEET JOHN
“My career in IT began over 25 years ago,
with the past 10 years being dominated by
cybersecurity. I hold various accreditations,
including Certified Ethical Hacker,
Certified Forensic Investigator and Cisco
Cyber Security Specialist, and I’m soon
to complete an MsC in cybersecurity. My
specialism is very much focused around
the offensive (attack) side of security and
understanding the hacking side. This gives
us and our customers an added advantage
when working in an advisory role in
helping businesses to secure themselves.”
Q: What do you think are the biggest
risks to businesses and individuals here
in the Channel Islands?
Marcel: It’s simple: people. Businesses
can implement the best security platforms
available but, without any employee
training, they are opening the channels
unintentionally from the inside, perhaps
via a phishing link or through an unknown
USB. Harmless actions can trigger off
hidden processes on a network that will
bypass most of the security and can cause
huge problems to the business. Now, with
GDPR in place, these actions can result
in a data breach, leading to the possibility
of fines – though often it’s the reputational
damage that is far costlier.
David: Because we have such low crime
rates in the Channel Islands, we feel safe,
But hackers can be located anywhere in
the world – and us feeling insignificant on
a global scale is becoming our weakness.
What many don’t realise is that there are
highly organised businesses across the
world hacking on an industrial scale and
that for a hacker in China or Eastern
Europe, getting hold of your eBay or
Facebook account is worth a year’s salary.
Q: How can I more effectively manage
my multitude of passwords?
Marcel: You’ve heard it all before, but
don’t use the same password for every site

and don’t ever write them down or add
them to a notepad on your phone. Use
a reliable password manager – such as
Norton Password Manager or LastPass –
to store passwords and use autocomplete
for web forms. Focus on making your
single password for your password
manager very difficult for someone to
guess, but easy for you to remember using
a variety of capitals and characters.
Q: We hear a lot about patching but
is it that important?
David: A patch is a set of changes to a
computer or application programme,
designed to fix, update or improve its
use and security.
Patches are categorised by their urgency.
Some patches and feature packs contain
only enhancements and new features,
but the critical and security patches are
correcting issues that have been discovered
that could make you vulnerable.
A 2015 Verizon report found that 70%
of attacks exploited known vulnerabilities
that had patches already available but
hadn’t been updated.
So yes, it is important – and if you get an
update notification, make sure you do it.
Q: Are ‘open’ public Wi-Fi networks safe?
John: We’ve all been there… You’re
travelling and in a public area (hotel,
airport, etc) and need to check your emails,
WhatsApp or Facebook. You search for a
Wi-Fi network and there’s one that doesn’t
need a password, so you connect to it.
The problem is that this connection is
not encrypted and, worse still, it may not

▼

Standard advert: Available in a
range of sizes and positions, simply
provide us with print-ready artwork
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Advertising: magazine

Type area:
382w x 252h

Trim size:
406w x 276h
+3mm bleed

Double page spread:
£2,415

Type area:
382w x 126h

DPS strap:
£995

Trim size:
203w x 276h
+3mm bleed

Full page:
£1,655

Trim size:
406w x 138h
+3mm bleed

DPS Half Page:
£1,430

Type area:
382w x 63h

Type area:
179w
x
252h

Type area:
179w x 126h

Type
area:
87w
252h

Half page:
£985

Trim size:
406w x 75h
+3mm bleed

Horizontal
banner Type
area:
179w x 63h

Banner:
£875

Vertical
banner
Type
area:
60w
252h

Half-page and quarter-page
advertisements should sit within
the grid. There is no availability for
bleeds on half-page, quarter-page
and banner layouts.
Artwork
Artwork is accepted in the following
formats:
• High-resolution PDF file
• Photoshop EPS with all fonts
converted to paths and images
embedded
All artwork must be supplied as CMYK
with all fonts and images embedded.
Delivery:
Via email (maximum file size 6Mb)
to artwork@blglobal.co.uk
or via FTP (details can be provided).

Requested positions
Inside front cover:
Inside back cover:
Prime position:
Back cover: 		

£2,095
£1,995
£1,995
£2,415

Please note:

All measurements are in millimetres.
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Advertising: the directory
The BL Directory is the essential reference tool for people looking for
companies in the Channel Islands. With both a print version in the magazine
and an extensive, searchable directory online, you can target potential new
clients both closer to home and further afield.

Costs:
Costs
Magazine (includes free online entry)
Twelve-month booking (six inclusions):
Package cost: £1,200
Cost per issue: £200

Online Directory only: £150 for 12 months

Online
Print

Directory

www.blglobal.co.uk

To advertise in the directory in print or online contact Carl Methven on
+ 44 (0)1534 615886 or carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk

Great learning boosts performance
It’s a simple fact of business that people
who know how to use their IT systems
properly are more productive and happier at
work.
At ALX Training, it is our mission to ensure
that every person we work with can use their
essential applications properly, saving time,
smoothing processes and creating a more
productive workplace.

Appleby is one of the world’s largest
providers of offshore legal advice and
services. Uniquely positioned in the key
offshore jurisdictions of Bermuda, BVI, the
Cayman Islands, Guernsey, Isle of Man,
Jersey, Mauritius and the Seychelles, as well
as the international financial centres of
London, Hong Kong and Shanghai. We are
also the only firm to have offices in all three
British Crown Dependencies.
Our services include:

Our trainers are renowned for their product
knowledge, and their friendly and energetic
attitudes to training help them get the best
from every person they teach.

l Corporate
l Dispute Resolution
l Private Client & Trusts
l Property

Learning starts at induction
We are well-known for our range of Microsoft
Office courses which includes Office 365,
Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, Word, Project,
SharePoint and Visio but our clients know
we can do much more.

Members of the Jersey and Guernsey offices
regularly advise London City and
international law firms on all legal aspects of
offshore corporate, finance and investment
fund transactions and arrangements in the
Channel Islands.

Not only do we train on well-known
accounting packages such a Xero and
QuickBooks but we create courses on
bespoke in-house systems. We design
unique courses specifically for your
organisation, so that your staff learn
precisely the information they need to work
efficiently and effectively.

For more information visit our website
www.applebyglobal.com/our-expertise

We know there’s no better place for your
new colleagues to start learning than during
their induction programme, so we develop
bespoke induction courses that give your
new starters all the information they need to
hit the ground running. We can even deliver
content online, so training can be ongoing
and continuous.

Michael Cushing
Managing Partner, Jersey
+44 (0)1534 818 395
mcushing@applebyglobal.com
Wendy Benjamin
Managing Partner, Guernsey
+44 (0)1481 755 603
wbenjamin@applebyglobal.com

Ashburton Investments is a new generation
investment manager building on a solid
foundation to provide global investors with
multi asset, specialist emerging market and
equity products. As part of the FirstRand
Group, one of South Africa’s largest financial
services institutions, Ashburton has a strong
footprint in Africa and understands volatile
emerging markets. Ashburton believes that
taking a broad-brush view of emerging
markets is no longer effective and it is
important to make country by country
judgements enabling its specialism in Africa
and India.
For more than 30 years multi asset has been
the cornerstone of the business, with the
product set evolving over time to suit ever
changing market conditions and
understanding clients’ needs to effectively
manage risk and access more sources of
return.
Globally, Ashburton Investments has over
£8.8bn under management as at June 2017
with offices in the Channel Islands, United
Kingdom, South Africa, and the United Arab
Emirates.
For more information please do not
hesitate to get in touch:
Laythamm Malorey
E: laythamm.malorey@ashburton.com
T: +44 (0)1534 512010
Tim Townsend
E: timothy.townsend@ashburton.com
T: +44 (0)1534 512106
www.ashburtoninvestments.com

Contact us to discover great learning
opportunities:
T: 01534 873785
E : alex@alxtraining.com
www.alxtraining.com

Independent and Professional
We offer a full range of management and
fiduciary services to our domestic and
international private clients:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Family office - bespoke assurance
Wealth management - your strategy
Trustee - impartiality with vision
Corporate services - attention to detail
Good governance - a helpful eye
Strategic guidance- controlled ideas

We aim to assist in the provision of personal
service to meet your requirements. Ask us.
Being vigilant and proactive in the face of a
fast changing legal, economic and fiscal
landscape. We can provide the focus to your
solution. Try us.
Our team has many years of experience
dealing with a wide range of clients in
different countries. We look to provide good
corporate governance to achieve your aim.
Contact us:
www.baccata.co.je
Tel: 00 44 1534 870670
or

Carey Olsen is a leading offshore law firm
advising on British Virgin Islands, Cayman
Islands, Guernsey and Jersey law across a
global network of eight international offices.
We are a full service firm working across
banking and finance, corporate and M&A,
investment funds and private equity, trusts
and private wealth, dispute resolution,
insolvency and property law.
Our clients include global financial
institutions, investment funds, private equity
houses, multi-national corporations, public
organisations, sovereign wealth funds, high
net worth individuals, family offices, directors,
trustees and private clients. We work alongside
all of the major onshore law firms,
accountancy firms and insolvency
practitioners on corporate transactions and
matters involving our jurisdictions.
Our advice is delivered by an approachable
and experienced team of commerciallyminded lawyers, led by 48 partners, who help
our clients achieve their objectives. We have
the expertise and resources to handle the
most complex international transactions
combined with a personal approach to
business.
Contact:

Nicholas Falla
nfalla@baccata.co.je

guernsey@careyolsen.com
T +44 (0)1481 727272

Mrs Ann Williams
awilliams@baccata.co.je

jerseyco@careyolsen.com
T +44 (0)1534 888900

Mrs Áine O’Reilly
aoreilly@baccata.co.je

www.careyolsen.com

Licensed by the Jersey Financial Services
Commission in the conduct of trust
ompany business

Deloitte LLP
Deloitte LLP offers professional services to the
UK and European market. The company has
the broadest and deepest range of skills of any
business advisory organisation and employs
over 14,400 exceptional people in 28 offices in
the UK and Switzerland.
We provide professional services and advice to
many leading businesses, government
departments and public sector bodies and
publish many influential studies and thought
leadership pieces.
Deloitte LLP employs 160 professionals across
the Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man
offices. It is the UK member firm of Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private
company limited by guarantee, and its global
network of 150 member firms, each of which is
a legally separate and independent entity.
Deloitte provides audit, tax, consulting, and
financial advisory services to public and
private clients spanning multiple industries.
Deloitte brings world-class capabilities and
high-quality service to clients, delivering the
insights they need to address their most
complex business challenges.
For further information please do not
hesitate to contact:
John Clacy, Partner, Guernsey
Email:jclacy@deloitte.co.uk
Phone +44 (0) 1481 724011
Greg Branch, Partner, Jersey
Email: gbranch@deloitte.co.uk
Phone: +44(0)1534 824325
www.deloitte.com
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Advertising: digital
The blglobal website acts as an archive for every issue of the magazine published so far.
What’s more, it’s the most up-to-date news source for business on the Channel Islands.
We also send out a daily business news email to an opted-in audience of over 1,600 subscribers.

Online
Size (in pixels)
728w x 90h

Leader banner
£450 per month

Size
(in pixels)
160w x
600h

Vertical side banner
£375 per month

Daily email

Size (in pixels)
728w x 90h

Footer banner
£265 per month

Size (in pixels)
160w x 260h

Artwork
For both the website and
the email, file size should
ideally be 30kb, but not
more than 80kb, with
animated GIFs preferred

Small vertical banner
£265 per month

Please note:

Both online banner sizes are set
to revolve with a maximum of
four clients at any one time

Size (in pixels)
610w x 250h

Large banner
(two boxes together, when available)
£750 per month

WWW.bLGLOBAL.co.uk

For our most up-to-date website
‘hit’ numbers, email distribution
figures and advertising availability
information, contact Carl Methven at
carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk – the
numbers are increasing all the time
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Publishing schedule 2020: magazine
AD SALES DEADLINE

AD ARTWORK DEADLINE

PUBLISHING DATE

How to book

17 JANUARY

24 JANUARY

7 FEBRUARY

13 MARCH

20 MARCH

3 APRIL

For further information about advertising
in Businesslife, please contact:

68 - JUNE/JULY

15 MAY

22 MAY

5 JUNE

City edition

22 May 2020

29 may 2020

12 june 2020

69 - AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

10 JULY

17 JULY

3 AUGUST

11 SEPTEMBER

18 SEPTEMBER

2 OCTOBER

13 NOVEMBER

20 NOVEMBER

4 DECEMBER

ISSUE

SPECIAL EDITION

66 - FEBRUARY/MARCH
67 - APRIL/MAY

70 - OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

WEALTH

FUNDS

71 - DECEMBER/JANUARY
Asia edition

Carl Methven
+44 (0)1534 615886
+44 (0)7797 796377
carl.methven@blglobal.co.uk

TBC - 2H 2020

Conditions of acceptance
All advertisements accepted for publication by
Chameleon Group Limited in any of its print or
online publications can only be accepted on the
following conditions:
n

The publisher does not accept liability for
any loss, or damage caused by:
a) an error, inaccuracy or omission in the
printing of an advertisement.
b) any failure to publish on the date or
dates specified by the advertiser.
c) the publication of any advertisement
on any date (or dates) other than the date
(or dates) specified by the advertiser, whether
the actual date of publication be earlier or
later than the date (or dates) specified,
and/or in a specific issue.

WWW.bLGLOBAL.co.uk

n

n

n

 ll advertisements are subject to the contents
A
being approved by the management. The
management reserves the right to refuse any
advertisement, even though accepted and
pre-paid, or to make any alterations deemed
necessary.
 roofs of advertisements will be submitted
P
on request. Once the proof has been agreed
and signed by the advertiser (or their agent
or representative) no further alterations can
be entertained, except by agreement with the
publisher at the advertiser’s expense.
 otice of cancellation of advertisements
N
must be received at least 20 working days
prior to publication. Non-compliance with

made against the publisher or may be incurred or
become payable by the publisher in respect of
or arising out of each advertisement.

the above cancellation time will incur the full
cost of the space booked.
n

n

I t is the responsibility of the advertiser to
check the correctness of each insertion of an
advertisement. No responsibility can be assumed
for the repetition of an error in the advertisement
ordered for more than one insertion unless
notification is received by the publisher
immediately an error occurs.
 ll advertisements are accepted and published
A
on the understanding that the advertiser is
authorised to publish the contents of the
advertisement. The advertiser will indemnify the
publisher against all actions, claims, demands,
costs and expenses which might be taken out or

n

 hile every care is taken, the publisher is not
W
responsible for damage of artwork or photographs
or any other advertising material.

n

 rices published by the Chameleon Group Limited
P
are subject to revision at any time and orders are
accepted on the condition that the price binds
Chameleon Group Limited only in respect of the
period specified in the applicable rate card. Prices
are exclusive of GST. Credit accounts must be
settled within 14 days of the invoice date. Interest
will be charged monthly on overdue accounts at
the rate of 2.5% above base rate.
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